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A bstract: To demonstrate the use of diabatic orbitals in high-spin calculations, the
yrast structure of 1BSEr is calculated and compared to experiment. A very satis-
factory reproduction of the observed spectra is obtained from lowest spins through
the collective bands up to band terminations. From results like this, a detailed un-
derstanding of the observed features emerge. In this case for example, the different
alignment properties in negative parity bands can be understood as due to deforma-
tion differences and the existence of additional bands are predicted. Furthermore,
the limitations of the cranked mean field approach can be investigated due to the
high level of detail in this approach.

1. Introduction

A very popular method to describe nuclear high-spin spectra is a cranked mean-field po-
tential with inclusion of pairing. However, most calculations of this type have been very
schematic and mainly used for a discussion of band crossing frequencies and alignments
as described in ref.1), see ret'.2) for review. Very few attempts have been made to make
calculations of a nuclear spectra or even a single band where variations in the pair field
and deformation is allowed. Some notable exceptions are found in refs.3'4'5), to mention
a few. An interesting observation is that these attempts have not come to an extensive
use, apparently due to the large manual effort. It seems therefore that the formalism it-
self prohibit application. Jn an attempt to circumvent these difficulties and at least be
able to extract the deformation properties in different configurations, calculations with a
schematic pair field have recently been performed for a large number of nuclei, see for
example6^. Although very useful for predicting deformations, these calculations are less
good in describing other properties, like total energies and spins. This deficiency is mainly
due to the fact that the wavefunctions are allowed to change drastically as functions of
the cranking frequency. The angular momentum may therefore have a very complicated
deformation dependence for a constant frequency.

In a recent paper7), a technique to obtain wavefunctions that have a smooth depen-
dence on the hamiltonian parameters was described. Some examples of the benefit of
using such "diabatic" orbitals were also given. In the present paper, the use of diabatic
orbitals in detailed high-spin calculations will be further explored. The primary advantage
of the use of diabatic orbitals is that it becomes feasible to display the result as function
of spin rather than rotational frequency, as the quasiparticle spins are now single-valued
functions of frequency. Another great benefit is that the manual effort in the calculations
is substantially reduced. It is therefore easier to perform calculations on a large scale. In
5), another method to construct diabatic orbitals is used and the number of studied nuclei
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Table I
The shorthand notation for the lowest quasiparticle orbitals used in the present

paper:

label orbital

.4
B
C
D

( + ,-1/2)!
(+,+l/2)2

( + ,-1/2)2

F (-,-1/2)!
The same notation is used for protons and neutrons.

is also large, a brief account of the differences in the approaches to diabatic orbitals can
be found in 7 ' .

As a challenging test, I will attempt to reproduce the observed yrast band structure
of 158Er from the very low up to the highest observed spins. The nucleus 158Er is chosen
because the observed spectrum8'9^ shows most of the customary bandcrossings at low to
medium spins, while at the highest spins there are clear signs of the drastic shape change
associated with band terminatiin10^. In the terminating band, the nuclear deformation
changes significantly from spin to spin. It >s therefore impossible to describe them if the
shape is determined at a fixed cranking frequency which is customary when adiabatic
orbitals are used as these spins correspond to very similar frequencies. Furthermore, al-
though yrast, the configuration in the terminating band can be very complicated. From
these arguments it follows that most of the previous calculations could never describe band
terminations. The observation of band terminations is also an indication that this is a nu-
cleus * 9 v is relatively soft against deformation changes. Therefore it is of interest to study
such i .r ges also in the low to medium spin region, especially as the lifetimes of states in
the • ;'. band have been measured11'12'. In section 2, details of the observed spectra are
pre .' TO 1.

" a'dilations with paired diabatic orbitals that are able to describe such drastic struc-
tu-a p'i'ects as band terminations, require some additional calculations, as is discussed in
sec1, KL 3 together with the result. As the scheme that is used in sec. 3 to find al the yrast
Co- durations at very high spins prohibits selfconsistent treatment of the pair field, pairing
S' I consistent calculations can only be performed for a limited number of configurations.
Ii ection 4, a pairing and deformation sclfconsiytent calculation \< <v n few interesting col-
lective configurations is presented. The calculated deformation effects are discussed and
co> .pared to observed values in section 5.
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2. Observed spectra of 15eEr

The available experimental data for the high-spin structure of 158Er comes from refs.8-9)

and are summarized in 13). In figure 1, the observed band structures that reach spins
higher than 20ft are displayed relative to the energy of a rigid rotor. There are thus three
(parity, signature) branches observed, in the fourth (TT = +, a = 1), only a few vibrational
states at low spins have been observed. In the bands shown in fig. 1, a f-w changes of
structure are clearly visible: the (+,0) band shows the normal neutron ground - S-band
("vAB") crossing at spins 12 - 14ft, at spins % 20ft, both negative parity bands are seen
to experience a band crossing, this is attributed 8) to the neutron "f?C" crossing. Around
/ = 30ft, the (- ,0) band is lost, whereas the two remaining bands are seen to experience
their second bandcrossing, attributed to the proton ground - S-band ("nEF") crossing.
The adopted convention for the label of the lowest quasiparticle orbitals is found in table I.
Note that this convention is somewhat unconventional in the proton labels, the idea behind
•he labeling is that A, B... always should correspond to positive parity and E, F... to
negative.

.*)()

Fig. 1: Experimental energy - spin relation for lSBEr. The energy is plotted relative
to the energy of a rotating rigid body and the pronounced band crossings are marked
together with their proposed quasiparticle origin.

The states at the highest observed spins deviate from the normal behavior of collective
bands -— the ( + ,0) band divides into several branches and the yrast states shows a strange
"staggering" behavior. The last spin states of the (- ,1) band are also unusually favored
energetically. This behavior has been explained in terms of substantial shape and configu-
ration changes and the effect is denoted "band termination". The highest spin part of the
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(+,0) band form the "terminating band" that was predicted10), and later experimentally
confirmed8'9^, to lead to a termination at spin 46+ in this nucleus.

The terminating bands are moderately collective bands that are built on configurations
with a rather low angular momentum content (see14' for a review). As the maximal
angular momentum is approached, the auclear shape gradually changes towards the oblate
(*y = (j0°) axis, where the maximal angular momentum is energetically favored. The
importance of using diabatic orbitals in high-spin calculations can be illustrated by the
fact that the properties of terminating bands were first calculated using the simple method
to construct diabatic orbitals described in15). The simplicity of that method gives, however,
the disadvantage that no pairing can be included. This makes the description of the low
spin structure unrealistic as pairing is essential for describing features like the first neutron
band ciossing.

In the negative parity bands, terminations are predicted to occur at 48~~ and 49~.
The observed 43~, ref.13) state is assigned as a "sub-termination" of the fully aligned 49~
state. A sub-termination is a single-particle state where one j-shell is not fully aligned, see
ref.14).

3 Scanning calculations
The major ingredients of the calculation are described in7), let us here only summarize
the most important ones:

• The Nilsson (modified oscillator) mean-field potential is used.
• Both the total energy and the moment of inertia is Strutinsky renormalized.
• Pairing is introduced by means of a standard HFB calculation, where particle number

proje :tion is used to calculate total quantities. The pair force constant, G, is calculated
as described in7) which gives a pair field consistent with the recipe in16).

• Diabatic orbitals are constructed, primarily using the rediagonalization method and
diagonalizing the j x operator.

As the standard set of Nilsson model parameters15) (used in 7)) have been found to be
somewhat inappropriate close to the Z = 64 gap, a modified parameter set1718) have been
used, c.f. table II. This latter parameter set is rather close to the one found from a recent fit
to bandhead energies in the A=120-140 region19). The main differences to the parameter
set of15) is that the Z — 64 gap is increased and the vi'13/2 orbitals are lowered roughly
0.5MeV2°).

Table II
T h e Nilsson model p a r a m e t e r s (« ; . , / / ; ) used in the present work as compared to
t h e p a r a m e t e r s (K, fi) of15 ' . Only t he major osci l la tor shells that have different
p a r a m e t e r s in t h e two se t s a re t a b u l a t e d . See a l s o 1 7 1 8 ' .

shell «i fi\ K \i

TV 4

7T 5

u6

0.070
0.060
0.062

0.50
0.55
0.40

0.065
0.060
0.062

0.57
0.65
0.42
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The nucleonic orbit als are in this application diabatic with respect to the cranking
frequency hu. As stated inT\ the step in this parameter that is used in the calculation,
Ahui, play an important role in the construction of diabatic orbitals. No attempt to
determine the value that is most appropriate for high-spin calculations have yet been
made, but a value of Aftu; % 50keV, seems to produce reliable results even though a larger
value can be used in many cases.

In the previous paper, ref.7) section 4.2.2, the problem of finding the diabatic orbitals
that are occupied in the yrast configurations were briefly discussed. Here, as I want to
describe major shape and configuration changes, this problem is of even greater importance.
Consider for example the terminating states — even though those are non-collective, they
are treated in the same way as a collective configuration but with the special feature that
they only result in one spin value. Clearly, to find all non-collective states up to spin
/ % 50Ä, a large number of configurations must be considered. Furthermore, even for
collective states it is not a priori clear which configurations that form the yrast line as it
might become necessary to excite some quasiparticles to find the lowest-energy state of a
given spin. Therefore, some more steps must be introduced in the calculation:

— A procedure to find all possibly interesting configurations for protons and neu-
trons. This can be solved by finding the optimal (lowest energy) configuration at each
cranking frequency, and then build some additional quasiparticle excitations upon it. A
severe problem with pairing selfconsistency appears as the total energy and other quan-
tities are needed for all calculated frequencies. A configuration that is found important
at high cranking frequencies might be highly excited at lower frequencies. Therefore the
selfconsistent pair field parameters, A and A, of this configuration is very different from
those of configurations that are yrast at low frequencies. If recalculation of the quasi-
particle orbitals for each configuration (% 30) is not feasible, all configurations must be
extracted from the same set of quasiparticle orbitals. This means that at most one of the
configurations can be selfconsistent with respect to pairing. In general, there is no obvious
candidate for this "basic" configuration. Therefore, the pair field parameters are kept fixed
as a function of u/, which means that a pure BCS calculation of total quantities would yield
results that could correspond to a wide range of nuclei. To avoid this severe deficiency,
particle number projection is used.

— To obtain the yrast line, all proton and neutron configurations found are combined
to total configurations and then interpolated into the physical spin values compatible with
the total signature of the combined configuration. The yrast state for a specific parity, spin
and deformation then corresponds to the total configuration that has the lowest energy at
this spin. Finally, selfconsistency in deformation at each parity and spin is obtained by
finding the minimum in the potential energy surface formed by all studied deformations.

Only a few more words are needed to fully describe the deformation selfconsistent
calculations: the yrast lines are calculated in a rectangular mesh in the (e,f) plane, £4=0.
The mesh cover the area

+ 30°)<0.3,

-0.025 < esin(7 + 30°) < 0.175,

and the distance between mesh points is 0.05.
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As stated above, it is impossible to treat pairing selfconsistently when the interesting
configurations are to be found in the calculation. Therefore the pair field parameters A
and A are determined from a BCS calculation at ui = 0. The pair gap parameters are then
somewhat reduced,

A,, = 0.75A,,BCS,

to approximate the selfconsistent values for configurations with a few quasiparticles excited.
As particle number projection is used for the calculation of total quantities, the precise
values of A have been found not to be very critical.

3.1 RESULTS

The calculated total energies as functions of spin are illustrated in fig. 2. For the entire spin
range, the deviation from experimentally found values does not deviate much more than 0.5
MeV. The ground - S-band crossing is predicted 4ft too low because the calculated energy
difference between the two bands is too small. I will investigate this discrepancy closer
below. Otherwise all observed features are reproduced fairly well: second band crossing
due to protons in the ( + ,0) band observed around spin 26ft (calculated at spin 24h),
the onset of termination at spin 38ft with sub-termination at 40ft and final termination
at 46ft. The importance of the configuration finding procedure mentioned above can be
exemplified by noting that the terminating states are calculated as configurations with ten
quasiparticles excited relative to the u> = 0 vacuum.

In the negative parity bands, bandcrossings appear around spin 20ft and 30ft, and the
( — ,1) band can be followed via the sub-termination at spin 43ft to the final termination
at spin 49ft. In view of the similarity between the calculated and observed band structure,
it might come as a surprise that the calculated bandcrossings in the negative parity bands
around spin 20ft are not due to the neutron BC crossing in this calculation. Several
proton excited bands come at a lower energy. Among these are a 2-quasiparticle negative
parity proton configuration combined with the neutron S-band (AB). Especially for ( —, 0)
the negative parity neutron band is not visible around the selfconsistent deformation at
all in the spin range 20 to 30ft. In the other signature some states are found as yrast.
The calculated energy difference between the alternatives is of the order of 0.5 MeV. This
observation will be investigated in more detail in the next section.

In summary this calculation is the first of a generation that can describe both collec-
tive quasiparticle alignment and gradual shape changes leading b< single-particle states.
It should be noted that the model hamiltonian is of the same type ns in runny other
calculations3'6^, the major difference is that here an improved cnlculational technicjue has
been introduced by the use of diabatic orbitals. The properties of band terminations in
this nucleus and in general has been discussed elsewhere1"'14) and from now on the central
interest will be on the collective states.
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Fig. 2: Energy - spin relation from the deformation selfconsistent calculation that
includes all near yrast configurations. Due to the technique used to find configura-
tions, the ground and S-band are here plotted as one band.

4 Pairing selfconsistent calculations
The scan calculation, described in the previous section could well account for most of the
properties observed in the spectra, but a few questions arise:

• To what extent will these results change if pair field selfconsistency is required?
• Is the failure to obtain the right crossing spin and energy difference between the ground

and the S-band related to the treatment of pairing?
• What can be said more about the negative parity band crossings?

These questions are then resolved by performing a deformation and pairing selfconsistent
calculation. As should be clear from the discussion above, it is thjn not realistic to try to
describe the terminating bands as these are built by quite exotic configurations. Therefore,
I will here only attempt to describe the collective spectra and thus make calculations for the
neutron ground, S (uAB), uAE: vAF, uABCE, vABCF bands and the proton ground,
irEF, TVAE bands, which will fill most of the collective region. The restricted configuration
space makes it uninteresting to include the non-collective deformations in the calculation,
therefore the calculated deformation space is restricted to the area 0.1 < e cos(7 + 30°) of
the previous mesh.

The interaction strength between configurations with the same parity and signature
(i.e., ATT = 0, Aa = 0 excitations), for example between the uAE configuration and the
uABCE configuration, does vary considerably with deformation. At some deformations
the two bands will then be considered as strongly interacting (not crossing - adiabatic) and
at other weakly interacting and therefore crossing - diabatic. Thus, to be able to perform
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Table III
The configurations which have been considered in the pairing selfconsistent calcu-
lations grouped into symmetry groups, which are related by a A i = 0, Aa = 0
excitation and therefore considered in the same shape minimization. The ground
band is treated in a separate shape minimization as this turned out to be possible
— all ground-i/AB band are weak.

(7T, a ) configuration

( + ,0)9 wgvg
( + ,0)s vguAB, -KEFUAB

(-,())„ nguAF, ngi/ABCF, KEFVAF, -KEFVABCF

l-,l)u ngvAE, irguABCE, irEFuAE, irEFvABCE
( — ,l),r nAEvg, nAEuAB (signature partners not studied)

a reliable shape minimization, all configurations with the same parity and signature should
be considered in the same shape minimization. Here an exception is made for the ground
state band as the interaction strength in the uAB crossing is always weak in the studied
deformation space. But as the higher excited quasiparticle configurations with (TT — 4-, a —
0) e.g., uBC, i/AD and i/ABCD, are not included in the shape minimization of the ground
band, the description of this band is not reliable above the spins where these configurations
become of importance. From the properties of the observed ground band this limit is
estimated to around spin 20ft. The considered configurations are summarized in table III.

As I have included the proton AE configuration, we will be able to study the differ-
ent possibilities regarding the nature of the backbendings in the negative parity bands.
Note that this band should have three signature partners, all of which are approximately
degenerate: TTAF, TTBF and TTBE. TO keep the calculations limited in size, these have
not been explicitly studied. For the deformations of inte;est, the [523 7/2] orbital is very
close to the Fermi surface and should then constitute the major part of the nE and irF
wavefunction. The available positive parity orbitals are [402 5/2], [404 7/2] and [411 1/2]
which also are signature degenerate with the exception of [411 1/2].

The scan calculation is very helpful by suggesting the important configurations. It
would be hard to guess, for example, that proton negative parity configurations could be
energetically competitive. Even more, the scan calculation provides a norm by which one
can judge whether the selfconsistent calculation really use all the configurations that are
necessary to describe the bands. This is a non-trivial information because with diabatic
orbitals it is not certain that, for example, the ( — ,4-1/2) orbital that is lowest at low
rotational frequencies is the same as the one that comes lowest at medium-high frequencies
and commonly denoted E. Thus, without comparing to th ̂  results of the scan calculation,
one can not be sure that the desired configuration is used. This difficulty is actually one
of the major motivations for invoking the procedure to find all near-yrast configurations
in the scan calculation.

It is rather well-known that particle number projection and pure BCS calculations of
total quantities are not exactly equivalent. In fact, particle number projection tends to
give a larger pair correlation energy than BCS with the same pair field strength (G value).
As this has an influence on the nuclear mass, it is possible to refit the pair field strength



so as to give a reasonable reproduction of known masses when particle number projection
is used. Such a study has been performed in ref.21\ a rule-of-thumb result of that study
is that the pair field strength should be reduced roughly 5% from the value used in BCS
calculations. Therefore 95% of the value of G used in the calculation above (from16)) is
used here for the pairing selfconsistent calculation. In the scan calculation, the value of
A is related to the BCS value, therefore the full pair field strength should be used in that
case. A similar pairing and deformation selfconsistent calculation as described here but
where the full pair field strength is used have been performed for comparison. The result
is that, compared to the (2=95% as well as to the scan calculations, the 0+ ground state is
lowered relative to the S-band but the moment of inertia in the ground state band is much
smaller than observed so that the spin where the ground and S-band cross is approximately
unchanged. In the other bands, no major changes occur except from a slight reduction of
the moment of inertia.

4.1 RESULTS

The resulting energy - spin relation from the pairing and deformation selfconsistent calcu-
lation is illustrated in fig. 3. Compared to the scan calculation, the difference is very slight
except from an overall shift of % 0.5 MeV due to the different pair field strength. It might
be noted though, that the energy difference between the ground and S-band is even slightly
smaller in this calculation so that the firjt backbend is predicted to come at an somewhat
lower spin. The continuation of the ground band above the backbend seems consistent
with the observed continuation, fig. 1, the properties of the ground band continuation will
be commented more below. In the negative parity bands ( —, 0)^ and ( — ,1),,, the signature
splitting has increased as a result of only considering neutron negative parity excitations.
As expected from the scan calculations the ITAEUAB configuration is strongly competitive
with the neutron negative parity bands. The fact that this band has signature degenerate
partners (not included in this calculation) results in that the yrast negative parity bands,
both proton and neutron excitations considered, has a signature splitting similar to the
one found from the scan calculation.

As the energy - spin relation in the two calculations, the scan and the fully selfcon-
sistent, are so similar, it is of interest to study how much the pairing differs. A quantity
that might be illuminative in this respect is the expectation value < A >— Gy/< P^P >.
This quantity is obtainable from both sets of calculations and as it is an expectation value
it might vary even though the input A is fixed. As seen from fig. 4, where this quantity is
illustrated for ( + ,0) configurations, the values from the scan calculation does not vary as
much as from the selfconsistent one, but the general appearance is very similar and both
yield rather small neutron GV< P^P > values at high spins. This puts some extra cred-
ibility into the necessary limitation to non-selfconsistent pair field in the scan calculation
and is an additional benefit from using particle number projection in both cases.

Another quantity that is, at least for few-quasiparticle bands, strongly dependent on
the pair field is the total alignment. It is can be very misleading to extract a particle
alignment, i, if the deformation of the nucleus undergoes substantial changes. This is so
because the VMI core parameters are strongly dependent on deformation. The total spin
value is not dependent on any assumptions about the core, however, and therefore in fig.
5 I plot the I vs hu) relation for different bands in 158Er. Note that the renormalized
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Fig. 3: Energy -- spin relation from the pairing and deformation selfconsistent cal-
culations for a few specific configurations. Notations can be found in tables.

rotational frequency (ref.7), eq. 26) is plotted for the calculated bands. From these figures,
it is seen that the alignment in the well-defined bands is very similar to the observed,
whereas band-crossing frequencies are generally predicted to occur at up to 50 keV lower
rotational frequency. The largest deviations between the pairing selfconsistent and scan
calculations occur at high spins in the negative parity bands due to the differences in
configuration referred to in section 3.1 above.

The behavior of the ground band in figures 4 and 5 deserves some comment. As
the higher ATT = 0, Aa = 0 excitations on this band are not explicitly included in the
calculation, the (+, 0)3 band should not show any drastic decrease in < A > as in fig. 4 or
any alignment as in fig. 5. The fact that it does is a result of a large interaction strength in
the wBC crossing, at least in the deformation region around the calculated deformation.
This crossing, (and v AD) is therefore not treated as a diabatic one in this calculation and
the uBC pair aligns gradually. We see that this crossing influences the ground band at
such low spins as % \2h. This interaction is not necessarily strong all over the surface,
though, therefore the description of the (-!•-, 0)3 band in and above this crossing is not as
reliable as the other calculated bands.

The first question that motivated these pairing selfconsistent calculations ran thus be
answered: the scan calculation seems to be a quite good approximation and yield in this
case results that are almost indistinguishable from the full calculations when appropriate
configurations are compared. Differences arise because the pairing selfconsistent calcula-
tion does not include the terminating configurations and the scan shows severe mixing
between different negative parity configurations.

10



Fig. 4a: Expectation value of pair field, GV< P*P >, in pairing selfconsistent and
non-selfconsistent calculations as a function of spin for the (+,0) proton configura-
tions.
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Fig. 4b: Similar to fig. 4a but for neutron ( t , 0) configurations
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Fig. 5a: Spin vs. rotational frequency for (+, 0) configurations, experimental, scan
and self-consistent. The calculated rotational frequency is Strutinsky renormalized,
the correction is roughly hw = hueTank 4-0.003 / MeV. The prominent quasiparticle
configurations are marked.

4.2 ENERGY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GROUND AND S-BAND

The most severe discrepancy between the calculations presented here and the observed
bands is the failure to obtain the correct energy difference between the ground state band
and the S-band. This results in a too low band crossing spin although the individual bands
are well described by the calculations. The negative parity bands have also a too small
excitation energy, though the difference here is roughly half the one for (+,0)s c.f., figs. 1
and 3. This observation seems to indicate that the source of the discrepancy is related to
the i/i13/2 sub-shell, as ( + ,0)s has twice as many quasiparticles in this shell and twice the
discrepancy.

Similar deficiencies has been observed by other authors in this mass region c.f. e.g.3'22)
and suggestions for the cause have been proposed:

• Restriction to monopole raring. Inclusion of quadrupole pairing could he beneficial
as the aligning orbitals v_ a large quadrupole moment.

• The position of the vi\3/2 sub-shell. In this nucleus the lowest vi^/i orbital is very
close to the Fermi level. Therefore the S-band is more of particle type than in heavier
nuclei, where the Fermi level is within the i13/2 sub-shell. Thus the excitation energy
from ground to S-band is strongly dependent on the exact position of this sub-shell.

The latter possibility can easily be tested within the present formalism. Therefore, a scan
calculation were performed, as in section 3 above, with M13/2 roughly 0.5 MeV higher
in energy. The result is that indeed the S-band now comes at higher energy and the

12
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Fig. 5b: Similar to fig. 5a but for (- ,0) configurations. As the configuration (- , 1),
has signature degenerate partners, it is plotted in this figure also
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Fig. 5c: Similar to fig. 5a but for ( - , 1) configurations.
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in energy. The result is that indeed the S-band now comes at higher energy and the
crossing spin is closer to the observed, but the negative parity bands arc found to be yrast
in a limited spin region around spin 10! This shows that it is possible that the position
of fii3/2 could be influential but that a complete refitting of the potential parameters
should be performed to utilize this knowledge. Such a refitting should never be based on
information from a single nuclear spectra, though.

This observation might also be viewed as a possible example of the limitations of
the mean field approach: can mean-field calculations be expected to predict the position
of band-heads and excited bands to a greater precision than 0.5 MeV? At such a scale of
detail a number of possible effects can be of importance, such as neutron-proton interaction
and the possible shift of a sub-shell in energy according to its occupancy. If a mean-field
potential were to be refitted to describe observed properties this accurately, it is very
probable that different parameters would be needed for each configuration. Thus, at some
level of detail, the mean-field approach fails and one purpose with calculations such as
the ones presented here is to define this limit. Indeed, discrepancies at a similar level as
here are found in an extensive study of proton band head energies using the Woods-Saxon
potential23^.

4.3 THE NEGATIVE PARITY BANDS

One of the reasons for performing the pairing selfconsistent calculations was to study the
negative parity configurations in more detail. In this respect, they are quite enlightening
as proton negative parity bands are now separated from neutron negative parity. This is
important as the transitions between bands built on negative parity proton and negative
parity neutron configurations are probably very hindered. Thus the proton negative parity
bands are hard to detect experimentally. The requirement on pair field selfconsistency is
not the important factor here, rather the possibility to separate between proton and neu-
tron excitations. Thus a scan-type calculation that treats separately the sixteen different
combinations of proton and neutron parity and signature would be almost as helpful.

Comparing figs. 5b with 5c, it is apparent that the neutron negative parity bands have
very different alignment properties in the spin region 20 - 30 h. The (—, 0)i, configuration
show sharp backbends at spin 18 (uBC) and 28h (TTEF) (fig. 5b), whereas ( — ,l)u show
a steady upslope in this spin region, indicative of a gradual alignment (fig. 5c). Both
are furthermore very similar to their observed counterparts. The sharp proton backbend
calculated for ( — ,0)u might explain why it was not possible to experimentally observe the
continuation of this band to higher spins. To further illustrate the different alignment
procedures in the different bands, fig. 6 shows the proton spin content as a function of
total spin in some calculated configurations, We see that whereas b"ih th^ ( + ,0)5 and
( —, 1),, are gradually increasing the proton spin in the region 20 .'Jll/i. fi..,ni "; 2/i to r: 10/j,
the (~,0)i/ configuration is rather constant at -; öh before the proton backbend where it
acquires roughly the same amount of proton alignment as the other configurations.

This difference in alignment properties is caused by the different deformations pre-
ferred by the two neutron negative parity bands which are discussed in the next section.

The calculated proton negative parity band, ( — ,!)„•, is not only energetically com-
petitive with neutron negative parity bands in the spin region 22 - 28h, as seen from figs.
5b and 5c, it has also roughly the same moment of inertia and alignment. This band does
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Fig. 6: Proton spin as a function of total spin in some configurations calculated
deformation and pairing selfconsistently.

not, because the relevant orbitals are blocked, show the vBC and irEF band crossings and
does therefore continue in a wider range of spin than the neutron excited bands.

5 Deformation Changes

Compared with the drastic deformation changes that occur due to band terminations, the
calculated shape changes in the collective bands are small but significant. The (TT = +, a =
0) yrast band is here of special interest as lifetimes are available11|12). But as discussed
above, the deformations in the negative parity bands has some effect on the band crossing
properties and are thus also of interest. In this study, the pairing self consistent calculation
is used, the scan calculation shows however no significant deviations when appropriate
configurations are compared.

In fig. 7, the deformation development in the bands is illustrated. The ground band,
fig. 7a, prefers a deformation around e = 0.21, 7 = —6°. The S-band {vAB) is calculated to
be fairly stable in deformation but now at positive 7-values: e ~- 0.20, 7 = 7 - 10°, whereas
the TCEFVAB band keeps roughly 7 == 5° but gradually decreases e with increasing spin:
from e = 0.19 at spin 24ft to 0.16 at spin 3Sh. The deformation behavior in the ground
and S-bands is quite similar to the one calculated in3) for 160Yb. In this reference, the
nEFi/AB band is not studied.

In the negative parity bands, fig. 7b and c, the two quasiparticle neutron bands have
a deformation e ~ 0.19, 7 = 8° before the first band crossing. Due to the increased
signature splitting for negative 7 values in the mixed hg/2 <8> fo/2 orbitals, the two bands
prefers different deformations after the vBC crossing: the {-,\)v four quasiparticle band
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Fig. 7a: Deformation development in the pairing and deformation selfconsistent
calculations for (+, 0) configurations. Numbers indicate the spin values. The defor-
mations favoured by the prominent q.p. configurations are emphasised.

at e ~ 0.2, 7 % —7° i.e., close to the calculated deformation of the ground state band.
The signature partner does only decrease 7 marginally, to 7 Ä 5°. After the proton band
crossing both bands show roughly the same behavior again: decreasing e with a slight
increase in 7, c.f., figs. 7b and 7c. A few spins are seen to deviate from this general
scenario, most notably 18", 20" and 28~ in fig. 7b. These are however spins close to band
crossings and are therefore not as reliably determined as the other states.

The proton excited negative parity band , ( - , I)*, is after the vAB crossing predicted
to have a similar deformation as the S-band and ( — ,0),,, but with a stronger driving
force towards the oblate axis c.f., fig. 7b. At lower spins, before the uAB crossing, the
deformation is predicted to be substantially larger than for all other configurations.

It is indeed very interesting to note that the deformation behavior of t iv proton aligned
bands are very similar to the one presented in24 ' for calculations without pairing. Thus the
shape driving effects in this case arise from the unpaired single particle orbit als. It; fact,
it is similar to the termination process in the respect that, the available angular momenta
in the proton system is almost exhausted. The paired configurations have between 6 and
8 protons in the hn/2 subshell and the highest spin that can be created without breaking
the /in/2 ±11/2 Pa'r is then 12ft. Furthermore, in14' the contribution from normal parity
proton orbitals to the angular momentum is shown to be small. At spins > 30ft, fig. 6
shows that the proton spin is roughly lift, therefore the proton system tends towards the
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Fig . 7 b : Similar to fig. 7a but for ( - , 0 ) configurations

oblate axis in order to gain the last units of angular momentum.
The occupation of the lowest orbitals in a high-j shell generally introduces a driving

force towards positive 7, and the deformation change between the ground and vAB band is
therefore easy to understand. The same explanation holds for the deformation of the vAE
and uAF bands, whereas the difference in deformation in the four quasiparticle neutron
negative parity bands is due to a more complicated balance, primarily because the fermi
level is in the middle of the mixed h9/2 ® /7/2 orbitals. It is however, this deformation
difference that gives rise to the different alignment properties in the two signatures of the
negative parity bands. This feature have been observed also in a number of neighboring
nuclei e.g., 156Dy, 154Gd and 160Yb, see ref.25) for a discussion. A more detailed study of
the shape driving forces in these bands is thus motivated.

A simple and elegant method to study shape driving forces from individual quasi-
particle orbitals where proposed in ref.26). In the spirit of this method, T plot in fig. 8
quasiparticle energies and routhians R, defined by

= E{UJ) - (1)

along a path in the (e, 7) plane given by e ^ 0.2, 7 G [-18°, 18°|. The cranking frequency
is kept fixed at hujcrank = 0.3MeV, a value approximately relevant for the four quasiparticle
negative parity bands in the frequency region before the nEF crossing. Indeed the lowest
negative parity quasiparticle orbitals, top panel of fig. 8, show an increased signature
splitting for more negative 7-values: the unfavoured signature, orbital F, prefers positive

17
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Fig. 7c: Similar to fig. 7a but for ( - , 1) configurations

7 whereas the other, E, negative. Furthermore, the hu) = 0 vacuum is very soft against
deformation changes along this path, as shown in the middle panel. It seems therefore
natural that the negative parity routhians in the bottom panel attains their lowest energy
for different values of 7: (- ,0) i.e., ABCF at 7 % +5° and (-,1), ABCE at 7 as +5°.
From this simple study, we find that the deformation differences from the more complete
calculations is in accordance with the basic properties of the used model. As the signature
splitting is increasing with frequency, it is natural that it is not large enough at lower
frequencies to bring about the deformation splitting. It is furthermore of interest to note
that in calculations without pairing, a similar signature splitting is obtained for the negative
parity orbitals just below the Fermi surface for N=90. In this case, however, the splitting
does not continue to increase for 7 < —5°.

From the experimental lifetimes, transitional quadrupole moments can be obtained.
These might be compared to values obtained from the calculated selfomsistent deforma-
tions:

]A2'"e(\ ^ f ,2 )c ( . s (7- 3D ),5x 3. (2)

With ro = 1.2 fm, this quantity is compared to experimental values in fig. 9. Note that eq.
2 is not valid in bandcrossing regions and therefore these are marked in the figure. The
calculations show the same major variations that may be read out fr> >m the observed values.
In the ground band, fig. 9a, the Qt values are large, a reflection of the negative 7 values
obtained for this band. The calculated values do not increase with spin as the observed ones
do, though. In the spin range 14-24 (i/AB band), the Qt values are calculated to be rather
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Fig. 8: The different shape-driving force of the two lowest negative parity quasi-
particle orbitals studied for fixed t and hui as a function of y. In the top panel
quasiparticle energies are shown. The middle panel show the energy of the hu — 0
vacuum configuration, whereas the bottom panel show R(y) (eq. 1) for the two neg-
ative parity signatures at a frequency t ha t roughly cor responds to four quas ipar t ic le
slates. This figure shows that, the difference in deformation for (he n c g ; i l i v pari ty
bands, shown in fig. 7b, c can be unde r s tood qui te simply.

constant which is in rough accordance with observations. Above spin 24, the TTEFUAB

configuration is yrast with a gradually decreasing t and Qt. This gradual decrease appears
to be present also in the data, though with a smaller magnitude of Qt.

In the negative parity bands, experimental Qt values are only available for spins
below the i/BC crossing11). This is very unfortunate, in view of the predicted deformation
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Fig. 9a: Experimental and calculated Qt values for (+,0) configurations. Open
circles denote data from11' while filled are from12). Calculated values are obtained
from deformations by eq. 2, which is not valid around band crossings, therefore these
are marked in the figure.

differences discussed above. After the i/BC crossing, a difference in Qt of roughly 100
e fm2 is predicted from the calculations, as shown in fig. 9b. The observed values at
lower spins are in roughly the same agreement as the ones for positive parity, note that
the highest spins are just in the band crossing region where eq. 2 is not applicable. A
measurement of the lifetimes of states in negative parity bands in the four quasiparticle
region would be very interesting if the accuracy could be such that the expected difference
between the signatures is significant. A difficult factor here could be just the fact that
one signature shows strong interaction and the other weak, thus the Qt values could be
influenced differently by bandcrossings in the two signatures. But from the discussion
above, it should be clear that it would be very hard to explain the different alignment
properties if the negative parity bands have the same deformation.
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Fig. 9b: Similar to fig. 9a, but for negative parity. All data is from11'.

6 Experimental feedback

In the writing stage of this work, the results where discussed with one of the authors of
ref.8>, M.A. Riley. It then became apparent that some transitions had been observed that
could not easily be placed into the level scheme because the linking transitions to the low
spin yrast band could not be firmly placed. These extra transitions can be grouped into
two bands:

X: At least four 7-rays in the energy range 850 - HOOkeV with transition energies indi-
cating that they might be signature partners to the ( - , 1 ) cascade. This sequence is
seen to feed both the observed ( — ,0) cascade and band Y.

Y: A strongly coupled sequence of states, with E2 transition energies ranging from 400 to
800keV and with 5 transitions in one signature and 4 in the other. All the interlinking
M1/E2 transitions are observed in this structure and the bands are very regular. This
sequence have previously been published in27).

It is very tempting to assign the X sequence to the ( - , 0 ) band after the proton band
crossing, which is expected to be very sharp for this signature as discussed above. From
a comparison bo th to the calculations presented here and the observed ( - , 1 ) band it is
evident that two E2 transitions are then missing. These are the transi t ions precisely in the
band crossing and their energy is thus very hard to predict. This means that the ( - , 0 )
cascade now continues up to spin 40h with the transit ions in the proton bandcrossing not
firmly established.

It is of crucial importance to note that the transition energies of the strongly coupled
sequence Y spans the region where the uBC crossing occurs without any sign of a band-
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crossing. This can only be understood if it is built by a positive parity neutron configuration
i.e., vAB. It must therefore be a proton excited band and an obvious candidate is the
(-,1)*- configuration I have studied here. As noted in several places above this band
should be signature degenerate and the vBC interaction is indeed blocked in this land.
Furthermore a strongly coupled sequence, similar to band Y, has been observed in 1a9Er

28)
with the proposed configuration 7r[523 7/2] [404 7/2] v A i.e., quite similar to the (- ,1)B

configuration studied here.

Rather arbitrarily, the spins of the states in band Y are assigned by a closest fit to
the calculated ( —, 1)T configuration. This sequence is then found to cover the spin range
17 - 27ft. The lowest spins are very close to the v AB crossing predicted at / =s 15ft in this
band.

—i , 1 1 1 p-

o . o ( i . ! o •' !) .:
— I —
I). 1

—r~
o.." 0.1)

Fig. 10: Spin vs. frequency for observed transitions without experimental spin
assignment and their proposed calculated counterparts. The spin assignments are
made to fit with the calculations and therefore only the frequency dependence, not
the absolute value, is of importance.

Wi th the arbi trary assignments in mind. \ v might then study fin. Hi. which shows
I(u) for these observed bands together with their proposed calculntr<\ CMiniterpart. The
assignments seem very plausible and it would indeed be very interesting if n new experiment
were performed to definitely place these sequences.
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7 Summary
The purpose of this paper is twofold:

• To describe, in a realistic example, how diabatic orbitals can be used to facilitate
detailed high-spin calculations.

• To gain a detailed understanding of the high-spin properties of 158Er.

A study of high-spin spectra with diabatic orbitals should always begin with a calculation
of the scan type as described in section 3. This is necessary as only in this case all yrast and
near-yrast configurations are considered. Depending on the available computer resources,
the covered deformation space can be larger or smaller. In order to obtain a reasonable
description it is generally very important to vary at least the e and 7 degrees of freedom.

From the studied example, we see that scan type calculations are able to describe
both collective and non-collective high-spin states, provided the deformation space is large
enough. Even though the special methods used for this type of calculation prohibit self-
consistency in the pair field no notable differences to pairing selfconsistent calculations are
found. This is primarily due to the use of particle number projection for calculating total
quantities in both cases. As the scan calculation is relatively easy to perform, it thus gives
a possibility for a detailed and extensive test of the mean field approach. The similarity
between the observed and the calculated spectra of 158Er obtained here, \z a test not only
of the reproductive power, which is of importance to gain an insight in the accuracy of the
hamiltonian used, but it also gives an estimate of the predictive power. Furthermore, if
the reproduction of the observed spectra is sufficiently successful, a better understanding
of the underlying mechanisms might be gained.

With the scan calculation as a norm, more detailed calculations for specific configu-
rations may then be performed, if deemed necessary. These could be motivated by a wish
to study a specific excitation or to ensure that pair field selfconsistency does not introduce
any substantial changes. As mentioned in section 4, it is important to relate these results
to the norm provided by the scan calculation. When diabatic orbitals are used it is not
certain that a "classical" quasiparticle excitation i.e., AB, AE and so on, can be built with
only one diabatic configuration.

From the comparison of the calculated results and the observed properties a consistent
picture emerges. The entire observed high-spin spectrum of 158Er is well described by a
cranked mean-field potential with monopole pairing. This is an expected but nevertheless
interesting result. Also interesting in this respect is to obtain a measure of the accuracy
by which such calculations can be made. Here, the difficulty to obtain correct excitation
energies for the excited bands might yield information of how well the parameters of a
mean field potential can be fitted to describe real nuclei,

Further, this study gives an explanation for the different aligning properties observed
in the negative parity bands as due to a different deformation driving force in the two
lowest negative parity neutron orbitals. From the calculated deformations, transitional
quadrupole moments are calculated and compared to measured values. As is rather com-
mon, the experimental values seem to decrease with spin faster than expected from calcu-
lated deformations. The reason for this is not understood at present. It would be of great
interest it Qt values could be measured in the negative parity bands as this could confirm
the proposed origin of the different alignments.
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An unexpected result from this study is that unassigned bands from the study in8) have
been tentatively assigned. These unassigned bands should correspond to the continuation
of the ( — ,1) sequence above the proton band-crossing and to a strongly coupled proton
excited negative parity structure. The latter sequence is predicted to be energetically
competitive to the neutron negative parity bands and a similar configuration has previously
been tentatively assigned in the odd mass neighbor 159Er.

Finally, it can be of some interest to note that four different deformation selfconsistent
calculations have been performed for 158Er in this paper. This shows that this type of
calculations can be performed with some ease and on a large scale, even without excessive
computer resources. Thus, quite a number of further studies are under way.

The author is greatly thankful to M.A. Riley for allowing the use of unpublished data.
Discussions with Ragnar Bengtsson and Ingemar Ragnarsson are gratefully acknowledged.
This project is supported by the Swedish Natural Science Rssearch Council.
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